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Atomic structures of Al-Co-Cu decagonal quasicrystals (QCs) are investigated using empirical
oscillating pair potentials (EOPP) in molecular dynamic (MD) simulations that we enhance by
Monte Carlo (MC) swapping of chemical species and replica exchange. Predicted structures exhibit
planar decagonal tiling patterns and are periodic along the perpendicular direction. We then recal-
culate the energies of promising structures using first-principles density functional theory (DFT),
along with energies of competing phases. We find that our τ -inflated sequence of QC approximants
are energetically unstable at low temperature by at least 3 meV/atom. Extending our study to
finite temperatures by calculating harmonic vibrational entropy, as well as anharmonic contribu-
tions that include chemical species swaps and tile flips, our results suggest that the quasicrystal
phase is entropically stabilized at temperatures in the range 600-800K and above. It decomposes
into ordinary (though complex) crystal phases at low temperatures, including a partially disordered
B2-type phase. We discuss the influence of density and composition on QC phase stability; we
compare the structural differences between Co-rich and Cu-rich quasicrystals; and we analyze the
role of entropy in stabilizing the quasicrystal, concluding with a discussion of the possible existence
of “high entropy” quasicrystals.

I. INTRODUCTION

Since the icosahedral quasicrystal Al86Mn14 was re-
ported [1], many new quasicrystals have been found,
including other icosahedral phases [2] plus layered
phases [3] with planar quasiperiodicity and perpendicular
periodic stacking [4, 5]. Decagonal quasicrystals exhibit
10-fold rotational symmetry in-plane, with stacking pe-
riodicities that are multiples of approximately 4 Å. The
symmetry space group has been controversial with re-
ports of P105/mmc [6], P 1̄0m2 [7] and P5m1 [8]. At
compositions such as Al65Co17.5Cu17.5 experiments find
the quasicrystal to be thermodynamically stable over the
temperature range 973-1350K [9]. At lower temperatures
it relaxes to a microcrystalline structure consisting of pe-
riodic approximants of the quasicrystal.

Structure modeling of d−AlCoCu has been aided by
real-space imaging with high resolution transmission elec-
tron microscopy (HRTEM) [10], including high-angle an-
nular dark-field (HAADF) methods [7, 8] that highlight
atoms of large atomic number [11]. Aperiodic tiling pat-
terns and atomic occupation of quasicrystals are revealed
directly in real space [3], supplementing the spatially av-
eraged information provided by diffraction refinement.

Theoretical structure models have been proposed that
are based directly on the experimental data [6, 12, 13]
or that include considerations of interatomic interac-
tions [14, 15]. Decagonal clusters feature prominently
many models. Overlaps of these clusters [16] create

shapes such as hexagons, boats and stars, leading in gen-
eral to hexagon-boat-star-decagon (HBSD) tilings, and
these tilings emerge at multiple length scales [14, 17].
With growing computer power we can now perform full
ab-initio total energy calculations for systems of several
hundred atoms or more. In addition, improved meth-
ods for fitting interatomic interaction potentials [18] and
advanced simulation techniques [19] allow calculation of
entropic contributions to the free energy of quasicrystals
and their competing phases [20].

In the following, we first present our computational
methods, then we discuss the global Al-Co-Cu phase di-
agram with a focus on the Al-rich region that contains the
decagonal quasicrystal and also many competing crys-
tal phases. Next, we present simulated structures, start-
ing from small approximants that yield a structure that
lies only 3 meV/atom above the convex hull of compet-
ing phases, and continuing to successivly larger approx-
imants that reach up to 1475 atoms. We combine first
principles total energy calculations with harmonic and
anharmonic contributions to the free energy to show that
the quasicrystal phase is stabilized by entropy at temper-
atures above approximately 600-800K. Atomic vibrations
and phason fluctuations combine to achieve thermody-
namic stability. Finally, we examine the possible exis-
tence of “high entropy” quasicrystals.
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II. METHODS AND MODELS

A. Quasicrystal approximants

Quasicrystals lack translational symmetry, which
makes it difficult to calculate properties of real infinite
quasicrystals. To overcome this difficulty, we approach
the infinite quasicrystal structure via periodic crystalline
approximants (QCAs [21]) with large unit cells. The unit
cells of our approximants are monoclinic, consisting of
a rhombic prism with interior angles 2π/5 and 3π/5 at
the base, allowing us to reproduce 5− and 10−fold sym-
metry in the xy plane with stacking periodicity along
the z direction. Although we seek to model a phase
with ≈4 Å periodicity, we allow for local ≈8 Å struc-
tural motifs, so we take c = 8.16 Å, and occasionally
c = 16.32 Å. In-plane lattice constants of rhombus-based
approximants relate to a0 via [3]

an =
2
√
3− τ

5
τn+1a0 (1)

where τ = (
√
5 + 1)/2 = 1.618 . . . is the Golden Mean

and we take a0 = 3.792 Å. Our approximant sizes range
from a3 = 12.223 Å up to a6 = 51.777 Å.

B. Hybrid Monte Carlo/molecular dynamics with
replica exchange

To efficiently optimize quasicrystal structures, replica
exchange simulations are performed at fixed density and
composition on multiple replicas [19, 20] selected in a
geometric sequence of 24 temperatures ranging from T =
100K to T = 1205K. Between replica swaps we carry out
50 cycles of Monte Carlo chemical species swaps iterating
over all atoms, and 1000 molecular dynamic steps (4.07fs
per step) to ensure that each replica thoroughly samples
its equilibrium ensemble at each temperature.
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FIG. 1: Empirical oscillating pair potentials for
Al-Co-Cu.

The simulations use empirical oscillating pair poten-
tials (EOPP [18])

V (r) =
C1

rη1
+

C2

rη2
cos (kr + ϕ) , (2)

where the parameters are fitted to energies and forces of
Al-Co-Cu alloys calculated from first principles. Values
of the parameters and parity plots of fitted energies and
forces are given in Appendix A. Fig. 1 shows the six dif-
ferent pair potentials. Note the strong first minimum in
Al-Co that lies close to the near-neighbor bond length
of the AlCo.cP2 (Strukturbericht B2), and also the first
minimum in Co-Co near 4.5 Å that we will show is an-
other important length scale. When R is large, the po-
tentials exhibit Friedel-like oscillations [22] at frequencies
that in principle [23] depend on the Fermi wavenumber
kF . Because the Fermi wavenumber is a function of the
electron density, application of this pair potential is in-
tended to be limited to compositions and atomic volumes
of the structures employed in the fit.

C. First-principles calculations

Although pair potentials are fast and sufficiently ac-
curate for Monte Carlo and molecular dynamics simula-
tions at elevated temperatures, they are not sufficiently
accurate to predict the precise low temperature stable
structures. For this purpose we perform first-principle
calculations with electronic density functional theory as
implemented in the Vienna Ab initio Simulation Pack-
age (VASP) [24]. We use augmented plane wave po-
tentials [25] in the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE [26])
generalized gradient exchange correlation functional. All
structures are fully relaxed (lattice parameters and co-
ordinates) with a high electronic k-point density until
their energies are converged to within 1meV/atom. After
relaxation we carry out a static calculation using tetra-
hedron integration to obtain the most accurate ground
state energy.

D. Vibrational and electronic free energies

Vibrational free energy is calculated in the quantum
harmonic approximation using Phonopy [27]. Force con-
stants are computed within VASP for crystal phases and
for our smallest (83-atom) quasicrystal approximant, but
we employ EOPP-derived forces for larger approximants.
The accuracy of the vibrational density of states within
EOPP is illustrated in Appendix A. We neglect thermal
expansion, as it is onerous to calculate from first prin-
ciples for large unit cell low symmetry structures such
as quasicrystal approximants; additionally our EOPP
potentials are designed for use at fixed density. Elec-
tronic free energy is calculated based on the T=0K elec-
tronic density of states with a self-consistently deter-
mined temperature-dependent chemical potential. See
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Ref. [20, 28] for more details of both the vibrational and
electronic free energy methods.

E. Anharmonic free energy

The free energy has additional contributions from
phonon anharmonicity, chemical species swapping, and
phason fluctuations, that we collectively label as anhar-
monic free energy [20]. Because these cannot be accu-
rately calculated within density functional theory, we es-
timate the anharmonic contribution based on EOPP sim-
ulations, which is fast but less accurate.

To calculate anharmonic free energies, hybrid MC/MD
with replica exchange is used to compute average en-
ergy U (without kinetic contribution) and heat capacity

Cv = (⟨U2⟩ − ⟨U⟩2)/kBT 2. Because the simulation is
purely classical, and we already have the quantum har-
monic free energy from Phonopy, we subtract the har-
monic contributions for average energy and heat capacity
to obtain the anharmonic contributions,

Ua = U − 3

2
NkBT ; Ca

v = Cv −
3

2
NkB, (3)

and the anharmonic relative entropy

Sa(T )− Sa(T0) =

∫ T

T0

dτ
Cv

τ
(4)

assuming Sa(T0) = 0 for T0 = 100K, and finally we
obtain the anharmonic free energy

Ga = Ua − TSa (5)

This method is applied to the quasicrystal phase and to
its primary crystalline competitors.

F. HAADF simulations

High aperture angular dark field (HAADF) electron
microscopy images are simulated to compare our simu-
lated structures with experiment. We compute these by
simulating QCA structures sampled every 1ps over a to-
tal of 100ps. Atoms of these approximants are weighted
by the squares of their atomic numbers and then pro-
jected into pixels of size 0.2 Å in the simulated HAADF
image, followed by a Gaussian smearing of 0.5 Å. Pixel
values are then displayed with an inverted gray scale in
order to mimic the experimental images.

III. CALCULATION RESULTS

A. Convex hull

Formation enthalpies per atom [29] of AlxCoyCuz are
calculated based first principles T=0K energies per atom

relative to the composition-weighted average of the con-
stituent elements [29] via

∆H = E(AlxCoyCuz)−xE(Al)−yE(Co)−zE(Cu). (6)

The convex hull of the enthalpies predicts the phase dia-
gram in the limit of low temperature, with vertices of the
hull identifying the predicted stable phases (see Fig. 2).
The stability of a phase at 0K is indicated by its rela-
tive energy ∆E with respect to the convex hull. We were
unable to find any large quasicrystal approximant on the
convex hull, however we were able to find a small 83-atom
approximant with a low ∆E = 3 meV/atom.
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FIG. 2: Convex hull of Al-Co-Cu showing our
optimized quasicrystal approximant and its competing

phases. Structure information is summarized in
Tab. I.The horizontal axis is Al-Cu with Al-Co on the
slant. A closeup with additional quasicrystal enthalpies

is given in appendix B.

index Composition Pearson symbol ∆H [meV/atom]
S1 AlCu mC20 -218.02
S2 AlCo cP2 -600.85
S3 Al12Co2Cu6 hP5 -309.45
S4 Al12Co3Cu5 hP5 -363.00
S5 Al12Co4Cu4 hP5 -404.11
S6 Al2Cu cF12 -180.99
S7 Al7CoCu2 tP40 -280.16
S8 Al72Co24Cu6 mC102 -420.81
S9 Al5Co2 hP28 -461.49
S10 Al76Co24Cu2 mC102 -407.06
S11 Al9Co2 mP22 -331.31
S12 Al cF4 0
Q8 Al53Co14Cu16 DQC ∆E=3.0

TABLE I: Formation enthalpies of structures on the
convex hull, and our lowest ∆E QCA.
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The stable binary Al-Co phases are Al9Co2.mP22
(S11), Al5Co2.hP28 (S9), and AlCo.cP2 (S2). Not
shown are Al13Co4 phases with Pearson types mC102
and oP102. These are well-known approximants of the
Al-Co-based decagonal quasicrystal phases, but they lie
slightly above the convex hull according to their DFT
total energies [30]. However, they are stabilized by small
additions of Cu as shown in structures (S10) and (S8).
Their structures are described below in Sect. III B 1. The
AlCo.cP2 (B2, β) phase is closely related to the decago-
nal quasicrystal and may be considered as its periodic
average structure [3, 31].

The Al12M8 phases (S3, S4, and S5) are based on 2x2x2
supercells of the τ3 phase with Pearson type hP5. They
belong to a sequence of so-called τ -phases [32–34] that
are vacancy-ordered variants of cP2, and are further dis-
cussed in Appendix D. Inspection of Fig. 2 shows that the
τ -phases will be the most important competitors to the
quasicrystal at low temperatures, though the high config-
uraitonal entropy of B2 makes it an important competitor
at high temperatures.

B. Small approximants

1. (Al,Cu)13Co4.mC102

Extensions of Al13Co4.mC102 into the Al-Co-Cu
ternary are reported in Ref.[35]. Relaxed structures of
Al72Co24Cu6 (S8) and Al76Co24Cu2 (S10) lie on the con-
vex hull as shown in Fig. 2. Fig. 3 presents the struc-
ture of Al72Co24Cu6.mC102 in which we substituted Cu
atoms for Al atoms at positions of Wyckoff class 2a. It
has an 8 Å periodicity with alternating flat and puckered
layers as shown in the inset. The structure is built around
pentagonal bipyramids (PBs [36]). The flat “equatorial”
layer consists of a large pentagon of Co atoms alternating
with a pentagon of Al atoms, and centered by a single Al
atom. The flat “junction” layer differs from the equato-
rial layer due to its interior decoration with multiple Al
atoms placed in an asymmetric and context-dependent
manner. Cu atoms may substitute for Al in the flat
layers. The puckered layers consist of mirror image PB
“caps”, which are Al5 pentagons with a vertically offset
centering Co atom. The mC102 structure periodically
arranges four PBs, two of which are shifted vertically by
4 Å so that each flat layer contains two equators and
two junctions, yielding an average 4 Å periodicity.

2. Ternary approximants

In contrast to the (Al,Cu)13Co4.mC102 approximant,
which extends a binary phase into the ternary compo-
sition space, d-AlCoCu is a genuine ternary phase that
spans a broad range of compositions [34, 37, 38] from
approximately Al70Co20Cu10 (Co-rich) to Al60Co10Cu20
(Cu-rich). We optimize the structures by performing
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FIG. 3: (a) VASP-relaxed structure of
Al72Co24Cu6.mC102. Atom sizes increase with greater

depth. Inset shows depth profile. (b) A typical
pentagonal bipyramid (PB) showing (top-to-bottom)

top cap (C), equator (E), bottom cap (C), and junction
layer (J). Cu substitutions for Co occur in the flat

layers.

MC/MD simulations with EOPP potentials then relax a
selection of low temperature structures with VASP. This
is repeated for varying numbers of atoms and composi-
tion in an effort to find the lowest possible energy. We
find the most energetically favorable structures occur at
TM-rich compositions with nearly equal Co and Cu con-
centrations, as presented in Appendix B.

Our energetically best structure, Al53Co14Cu16 (Q8)
contains 83 atoms with rhombus edge length a3 =
12.223 Å, and a slight excess of Cu relative to Co. It
lies at ∆E = 3.0 meV/atom above the convex hull and
has TM concentrations xCo = 0.169 and xCu = 0.193.
As shown in Fig. 4, it exhibits 8 Å periodicity and alter-
nates puckered layers with nearly flat layers. In addition
to ordinary PBs similar to those of mC102, new Cu-rich
PB-like motifs appear with modified caps. The Al pen-
tagons become Cu-rich, and the Co capping atoms are re-
placed alternately with a single Al, and with a mid-layer
Cu dumbell. Thus the bottom cap becomes a minia-
ture PB, with an Al-Cu pentagon equator of edge length
3.2 Å sandwiched between the pair of dumbell Cu atoms.

The PB and PB-like motifs are highlighted in pink and
green, respectively, in Fig. 4a. These two types of PBs
are also found in the next larger approximant with 217
atoms and rhombus edge length a4 = 19.777 Å (not
shown). It has composition Al138Co39Cu41 (xCo = 0.179,
xCu = 0.188) and lies at ∆E = 8.8 meV/atom above the
convex hull. In both the a3 and a4 approximants, the
pentagons locating standard Co-rich PBs point opposite
to the pentagons locating Cu-rich PB-like clusters. Alter-
nation of pentagon orientation is forced by the geometry
of edge-sharing pentagons. Thus we conclude that it is
energetically favorable to alternate Co-rich and Cu-rich
PB motifs.
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FIG. 4: (a) 83-atom QC approximant Al53Co14Cu16 (Q8) with edge length a3 = 12.223 Å and c = 8.2 Å. Atom
sizes increase with greater depth; inset shows depth profile. Leftward-pointing (pink) pentagons highlight Al5Co PB
caps. Rightward-pointing (light green) pentagons highlight Cu-rich PB-like motifs. (b) side view revealing mid-layer

Cu atoms. (c) Cu-rich PB-like motif with a dumbell of mid-layer Cu atoms.

C. Larger approximants

We next studied larger a5 and a6 structures contain-
ing approximately 569 and 1490 atoms, respectively.
Our practice of seeking low temperature structures from
replica exchange MC/MD simulations proved problem-
atic because our simulations at targeted compositions
and densities ended up transforming into combinations
of B2-like structures (with large vacancy concentrations,
see App. D) with Co-rich regions of quasicrystal-like or-
der at the B2 grain boundaries. Similar microstructures
have been observed experimentally [39, 40].

We found that complete 569-atom a5 quasicrystal
structures briefly reappear throughout the runs, and we
selected several of these for first principles relaxation (see
Table B.iii). When we apply our computational methods
to a6 QCAs with 1490 atoms, no QC phase is found at
Al922Co282Cu286, which is similar in density and compo-
sition to our low-energy a5 569-atom QCA. Instead, the
system irreversibly decomposes into B2-like structures.

Smaller QCAs are more strongly favored by the con-
straints of the approximant cell size and shape than larger
approximants are [41]. To increase the chance of obtain-
ing a large QCA, we explore compositions that are more
Al-rich in order to be further from the region of B2 stabil-
ity. To find the optimal QC-forming compositions (as op-
posed to the most energetically favorable compositions),
we perform simulations that cover a wide composition
range for τ4×83 = 569-atom a5 QCAs at density similar
to our optimal 83-atom a3. Each simulation is initialized
with a QCA at its target composition. Simulations are
halted if they irreversibly transform to B2, and other-
wise are continued for long runs up to 10ps of MD and
2.5 × 106 MC swap attempts/atom. We divide the final
results into three categories – B2 at all temperatures, B2
at low temperature and QC at high temperature, and
QC at all temperatures.

0.6

0.7

0.8

0.9

0.9 0.8 0.7 0.6Al

LT: B2; HT: B2
LT: B2; HT: QC
LT: QC; HT: QC

FIG. 5: Final structures of 569-atom a5 QCA after
replica exchange simulations over wide composition
ranges. Each diamond represents a simulation at its

composition. Dark green compositions end with QC at
both low and high temperatures. Orange diamonds are
B2 at low temperatures and QC at high temperatures.

Red diamonds are B2 at all temperatures.

Final results for a5-inflated QCAs with 569 atoms are
summarized in Fig. 5. We observe a wide Al-rich region
of stable QC phase surrounded by TM-rich B2-favoring
compositions. The QC phase extends further in the low-
Al direction on the Cu-rich side [34, 37, 38]. No QCAs
were stable for 1490-atom a6 systems at our usual den-
sity. Hence we introduced vacancies and ran new trial
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searches with 1475 atoms. The increased entropy created
by vacancies favors the QC over B2, and the QC phases
persisted at low and high temperature over a wide range
of compositions, especially those that were Al-rich. How-
ever, the lower density generally increases the DFT total
energy per atom, so we do not expect these structures to
lie near the convex hull.

D. TM-composition dependence

1. Structure of Cu-rich QCAs

Burkov[12, 13] described the Cu-rich QC in terms of
two-layered decagonal clusters with ≈20 Å diameters
and space group P105/mmc with centrosymmetry. These
two layers are rotated by 36◦ leading to 4 Å stacking pe-
riodicity, as shown in Fig. 6b. The innermost ring of
the Burkov cluster is a TM decagon with atoms alternat-
ing in height. The second shell is a 13 Å decagon with
TM atoms on vertices and Al atom pairs on edges. The
outermost shell is a decagon with Al atoms on vertices
and TM atom pairs on edges. A covering of the plane is
achieved by allowing overlapping clusters.

However experimental HAADF results find that the
20 Å cluster has a five-fold symmetry P5m1 with-
out centrosymmetry[7, 8]. It is also suggested that the
20 Å cluster has 8 Å periodicity along its symmetry
axis because of interior PBs as shown in Fig. 6(a). All
evidences imply a different tiling pattern which are re-
flected in two aspects: 1) Adjacent clusters may have
two opposite orientations which explains the global ten-
fold symmetry ; 2) The intersection of two 20Å clus-
ters breaks the five-fold symmetry of the innermost shell
and decomposes the decagon into a boat and a pair of
hexagons [15].

Fig. 6a displays a typical 20 Å cluster from one of our
Cu-rich Al940Co205Cu330 structures at low temperature.
The innermost shell is an Al-centered TM-atom pentagon
with Al atoms on edges. These five-fold 20 Å clusters
allow two opposite (i.e. 36◦ rotated) orientations defined
by the internal TM pentagons. Our cluster model is sup-
ported by experimental HAADF images [7, 8] where at
the center of a cluster is a bright pentagon whereas the
Burkov cluster model predicts a bright decagon. Gen-
eral rules of site occupancy are summarized in Fig. 6b.
The Al sites of the innermost shell mix with Cu, and
the Co sites also mix with Cu. However, the distinction
between Al-containing and Co-containing pentagons is
preserved. Few substitutions occur in the second (Co-
rich, 13 Å) shell. Vertices of the outermost shell become
mixed Al/Cu, while the edges are mostly Cu pairs.

Adjacent 13 Å clusters create overlap of the 20 Å clus-
ters that, in turn, can be decomposed into HBSD tilings,
as shown in our simulated HAADF image (Fig. 7a). An
approximately equal number of upward and downward
clusters are found which explains the overall 10-fold sym-
metry of d-AlCoCu phase. The equivalence of the two

layers is reflected in the apparent 2 Å periodicity along
the c-axis that can be observed in Fig. 8. However, the al-
ternation of layer height with orientation creates a screw
axis and converts the actual periodicity to 4 Å.
Different HAADF images are observed when project-

ing along the x axis (perpendicular to the mirror planes)
as shown in Fig. 7b and along the y axis (parallel to
the mirror planes) as shown in Fig. 7c. These directions
are sometimes referred to, respectively, as “between” and
“along” [42]. In Fig. 7b bright spots align, while in
Fig. 7c they form a zig-zag with 4 Å periodicity and
the brightness alternates in columns forming an array of
short and long intervals in a Fibonacci sequence which
agrees with Ref. [43]. All these features of our simulated
HAADF images yield excellent agreement with experi-
mental HAADF images in Ref. [7, 8].

2. Structure of Co-rich QCs

Complete Burkov-like clusters are less frequently seen
in Co-rich structures (see Fig. 9) owing to a shortage
of Cu atoms. Rather, space is nearly filled with PB-like
clusters. As we discuss in Sec III B 1, the PBs form locally
8 Å periodic structures, alternating flat and puckered
layers. However, PB equators and junctions may occur
in the same layer, and this tends to average out the dif-
ference between the two flat layers. As a result, Co-rich
QCAs exhibit 4 Å periodicity, which agrees with experi-
mental diffraction patterns [37, 38, 44]. Atomic distribu-
tions ρ(z) of Co-rich QCAs (Fig. 8b) show 4 Å periodic-
ity due to alternating flat and puckered layers. This oscil-
lation is most pronounced for Co atoms, which are more
prevalent in flat layers than in puckered ones. Connecting
the centers of two adjacent PBs of opposite orientation
as shown in Fig. 9, an HBSD tiling pattern is observed.
In our Co-rich QCA, all star tiles take the same orien-
tation creating five-fold symmetry [17]. In contrast, our
Cu-rich QCA (Fig. 7) display both orientations, restoring
the ten-fold symmetry.

IV. QUASICRYSTAL AT FINITE
TEMPERATURE

To study the quasicrystal’s stability at finite temper-
ature, we investigate the 83-atom quasicrystal approxi-
mant Al53Co15Cu15 (Q8) and its competing phases—S4
(τ -Al12Co3Cu5.hP5), S8 (Al72Co24Cu6.mC102) and S11
(Al9Co2.mP22). Its relative free energy is

∆G = G(Q8)− x1G(S4)− x2G(S8)− x3G(S11) (7)

where

x1 = 0.63834, x2 = 0.35933, and x3 = 0.00233.

Evidently, the τ phase (hP5) is the most important com-
petitor, followed by the Co-rich QCA (mC102). The
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FIG. 6: (a) A 4 Å slab of our 1475-atom Cu-rich structure showing a 20 Å Burkov cluster (blue), PB caps (dark
green), and overlapping 20 Å cluster motifs (blue). Atom sizes increase with greater depth. (b) Simulated chemical

occupancy model in the Burkov cluster (blue) and its inner 13 Å cluster (light green). Dark green pentagons
identify PB motifs. Purple hexagons highlight Cu pairs on Burkov cluster edges.
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FIG. 7: (a) A simulated HAADF image of a 1475-atom Cu-rich a3 QCA with composition Al1040Co161Cu274.
8 Å projection averaged over 100ps at T=809K. Orange hexagon-boat-star-decagon (HBSD) tiling has edge length

6.5 Å. Green 13 Å decagons assemble into a large superdecagonal ring. Red rhombus represents our QCA
(a = 51.77Å). (b) A simulated HAADF image projecting in the x direction (50Å×50Å). (c) A simulated HAADF

image when projected in the y direction (50Å×50Å).

Gibbs free energy

G = ∆H +Gv +Ge +Ga (8)

contains the relaxed enthalpy ∆H calculated from first
principles as in Eq. (6), harmonic vibrational and elec-
tronic free energies (Gv and Ge), and the anharmonic
free energy (Ga, Eq. (5)) calculated from EOPP sim-
ulations. Among these contributions, the harmonic vi-
brational free energy is the most important at low tem-
peratures, with the anharmonic part becoming increasig
important at high temperatures.

Vibrational densities of states are shown in Fig. 10a.
Q8 has an excess of low frequency vibrational modes

around 10 meV relative to the competing phases. These
modes will reduce its quantum zero point energy at
T = 0K, and substantially reduce its vibrational free
energy as temperature rises. Phonopy claimed a small
number of imaginary modes in the QCA that are omit-
ted from Gv, and these would have further stabilized the
QCA (see App. A). The relative Gibbs free energies are
shown in Fig. 10b, where we see that Gv alone is sufficient
to stabilize Q8 above 700K.
To assess the anharmonic effects, Fig. 11a compares

the heat capacities of Q8 (in a 166-atom 16 Å 1× 1× 2
supercell) with its competing phases, mC102 and τ3 (in a
160-atom 4×4×2 supercell). mC102 has the highest heat
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FIG. 8: Atomic distribution along z direction in (a)
Cu-rich and (b) Co-rich QCAs. Distributions of three
species—Al, Co and Cu—are shown in green, blue and
red, respectively, with the total in black. Positions of
mid-layer Cu atoms are indicated by red arrows in (a).

capacity below 500K because intra-layer Al-Cu swaps are
low in energy. Beyond this broad peak, inter-layer swaps
at high energy cost reduce the heat capacity relative to
the quasicrystal and τ3. The quasicrystal heat capacity
grows rapidly beyond 600K due to the onset of inter-
layer phason disorder (see App. E). Fig. 11b presents the
integrated anharmonic entropy Sa. As expected based
on heat capacities, mC102 has a large excess entropy at
low temperature while the quasicrystal takes the lead for
T > 700K. We further calculate anharmonic free ener-
gies Ga in Fig. 11c and relative anharmonic free energy
∆Ga of quasicrystal respect to its competing phases in
Fig. 11d. The relative free energy ∆Ga is positive for
T < 600K but falls off rapidly when temperature in-
creases which tends to stabilize the quasicrystal phase.

Finally, we add up all relative free energy
contributions—enthalpy ∆H, vibrational free en-
ergy ∆Gv, electronic free energy ∆Ge and anharmonic
free energy ∆Ga— to predict the stabilization temper-
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10
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Co

Cu

FIG. 9: HBSD tiling pattern (orange) and PB motifs
(dark green) in a 8 Å Al1040Co293Cu142.

ature of Q8 (Fig. 10b). The vibrational contribution is
capable of stabilizing the quasicrystal phase at around
T = 700K. The electronic contribution has a negligible
correction to the total free energy. Meanwhile the an-
harmonic contribution lowers the temperature down to
about 590K. Because of uncertainties in our simulations
and calculations, plausible stabilization temperatures
for Q8 lie within 530-610K. Similar calculations are
performed for a 217-atom a4 (L0) and a 569-atom a5
(L19) approximants (See Appendix C). Heat capacities
cv, entropies S, anharmonic free energies Ga and relative
anharmonic free energies ∆Ga are then calculated and
compared with those of Q8 in Fig C.2. Transition
temperatures are predicted to be 590K, 620K and 780K
with larger uncertainties, and with higher transition
temperatures due to their increasing enthalpies ∆H.

At composition Al65Co17.5Cu17.5, experiment finds
that the decagonal phase is stable in the temperature
range between 973 and 1350K [9]. At lower tempera-
tures it transforms into a microcrystalline approximant
structure. Congruent melting was claimed at 1350K,
although more recently peritectic melting was reported
at 1040◦C [45]. At composition Al65Co20Cu15 the qua-
sicrystal does not transform after annealing at 550◦C for
32 days[46]. These experiments agree with our free en-
ergy calculations that predict stability of the quasicrystal
at elevated tempertures.
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FIG. 10: (a) Vibrational density of states of the
83-atom QCA and its competing phases; (b) Relative
Gibbs free energy of the 83-atom QCA including Gv,
Ge, and Ga. Shading indicates estimated uncertainties.

V. CONCLUSION

We perform replica exchange MD simulations for d-
AlCoCu near composition Al65Co17.5Cu17.5 using EOPP
to optimize structure models, followed by accurate first-
principle relaxation energies. Because of a variety of com-
peting phases near this composition, we find the dQC
is energetically slightly unstable, with several 83-atom
QCAs having ∆E within 3-4 meV/atom of the convex
hull. Enthalpies increase beyond 10meV/atom for larger
QCAs. We compute the entropy by integrating heat ca-
pacity from our MCMD simulations, showing that the
QC has relatively high entropy at high temperature. En-
hanced high temperature heat capacities have been ob-
served experimentally in d-AlCoCu and i-AlMnPd [47]
and also in i-AlPdRu [48]. By calculating the Gibbs
free energy, we predict the quasicrystal to be entropi-
cally stabilized at elevated temperatures. This conclu-
sion is consistent with experimental evidence that the
quasicrystal transforms into crystalline states at low tem-
peratures [10].
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FIG. 11: Calculated thermodynamic properties of the
quasicrystal approximant Q8 and its principal

competing phases. (a) Heat capacities cv. (b) Entropies
S. (c) Anharmonic free energies Ga. (d) Anharmonic
free energy difference ∆Ga. Error bars are estimated

from three independent runs. Data points are
interpolated with cubic splines weighted by error

inverse. For the τ phase, they are extrapolated to high
temperatures as shown in dashed blue lines (see

Appendix D).

We extend our study up to QCAs containing more than
1400 atoms over a wide range of composition from Cu-
rich QCA to Co-rich. The Cu-rich QCA shows a 4 Å pe-
riodicity with a 105 screw axis that is caused by a 36◦ ro-
tation between adjacent layers. While the Burkov model
predicts a ten-fold cluster, we observe a locally five-fold
cluster with two possible orientations. The two occur
with equal frequency in Cu-rich structures, explaining
the global ten-fold symmetry. The Co-rich structures are
dominated by locally 8 Å PB motifs. It also shows a
global 4 Å periodicity caused by mixing of heights of the
PB equators. Our model predicts five-fold symmetry in
the Co-rich limit.
Our thermodynamic calculations show that quasicrys-

tal approximants are stabilized at elevated temperatures
against competing crystalline phases. Vibrational free
energy alone would be sufficient to stabilize Q8 above
700K, but this does not explain the occurence of the true
quasicrystal. The random tiling hypothesis [49] provides
a possible mechanism to explain the emergence of true
quasiperiodicity. In this picture, a random tiling ex-
hibits long-range quasiperiodicity with maximal proba-
bility; the ensemble of random tilings is sampled through
a sequence of phason flips. Our simulations indeed ex-
hibit phason flips, recognized as swaps of nearby Co/Cu
atoms. The hypothesis of entropic stabilization [50, 51]
suggests that the random tiling entropy provides the mar-
gin needed to stabilize the QC against its competing
phases. Here we estimated the phason entropy to pro-
vide approximately 7 meV/atom of stability at 1000K,
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an amount similar in magnitude to the free energy dif-
ferences among competing phases.

A. A high entropy quasicrystal?

High entropy alloys [52–54] refer to multi-principle-
element compounds that exhibit strong chemical substi-
tutional disorder among their constituent elements. If
they contain N elements, their substitutional entropy is
expected to be close to the ideal entropy of mixing,

SIdeal/kB = −
∑
α

xα lnxα ∼ lnN. (9)

For our Al-rich dQC compositions we find SIdeal ≈
0.89kB, which is an order of magnitude greater than our
simulations reveal. In this sense, even though the qua-
sicrystal appears to be entropically stabilized it does not
qualify as a high entropy alloy. The reason is that the
chemical substitutions that occur are limited to specific
subsets of atomic positions, as illustrated in Fig. 6b. Note
also that Co substitutes with Cu, and Al substitutes with
Cu, but Co does not directly substitute with Al. An
equiatomic high entropy quasicrystal [55] was found to
be metastable.

It is natural to ask if a genuinely high entropy qua-
sicrystal might exist. Given the need to preserve a di-
verse set of atomic site types (e.g. the Co atoms often
center Al pentagons) we adopt the strategy of seeking
substitutions within specific site classes, defined by the
nominal atomic species. This is analgous to the strategy
used in high entropy ceramics, where substitutions occur
only on cation sites [56]. Further, since the electronic
pseudogap is important for stabilizing the quasicrystal,
we propose only isoelectronic substitutions, an approach
that has frequently been used to predict new quasicrys-
tals [57].

Taking advantage of the ability to substitute Co and
Cu, we randomly substituted Ni in the Q8 structure
(∆H = 3.0 meV/atom above the convex hull), yield-
ing Al53(Co,Cu,Ni)30 that lay ∆H = 12 meV/atom
above the convex hull. Substituting Co with (Co,Ir,Rh),
within the same periodic table column resulted in
Al53Cu15(Co,Ir,Rh)14 at ∆H = 10 meV/atom. Subsi-
tuting Ga with (Al,Ga) yielded (Al,Ga)53Co15Cu15 at
∆H = 28 meV/atom. In each case the rise in energy
can be compensated by the corresponding entropy in-
crease at temperatures in the range 400-800K. Substitu-
tion into the τ3 or B2 phases will also increase their en-
tropies, but the increase will be proportionally less than
in the quasicrystal owing to the high substitutional en-
tropy those phases posess even in the Al-Co-Cu ternary.
In fact, rapidly quenched d-AlCoCuNi has already bee
reported [58].

Similar strategies would likely work for the Al-Cu-Fe
icosahedral phase, replacing Fe with (Mn,Fe,Co), or with
(Fe,Ru,Os), and possibly also Al with Ga.
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Appendix A: More about empirical oscillating pair
potential

The pair potential is fitted to relative energies and
forces of 11 solid structures and 2 liquid systems. Specif-
ically, we consider fully relaxed Al.cF4, Al13Co4.oP102,
Al2Cu.cF12, Al2Cu.tI12, Al3Co.oI96, Al6CoCu3.hP5,
Al7CoCu2.tP40, Al9Co2.mP22, Al13Co4.q01, an H2S-
tiling of Al-Co-Cu, AlCu.tP40-221, and liquid Al at 600K
and liquid AlCu at temperature 1000K. Relative ener-
gies are calculated respect to Al.cF4, Al3Co.oI96 and
Al2Cu.cF12. Parity plots comparing VASP-calculated
and fitted values are shown in Fig. A.1. TABLE A.ii
lists parameters for all 6 pairs.
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FIG. A.1: Comparison of VASP-calculated and pair
potential fitted energies (a) and forces (b).

Pair C1 η1 C2 η2 k ϕ
- [eV·Åη1 ] - [eV·Åη2 ] - [Å−1] -

Al-Al 771.6200 8.3309 -2.4184 4.3472 3.8752 -10.6377
Co-Al 314.8235 8.8841 3.6873 3.2567 3.1113 -4.4691
Co-Co 226.0575 6.3040 1.5747 2.5289 2.9913 -3.4225
Cu-Al 164.5061 7.1380 -2.6665 3.5251 3.1879 -7.8115
Cu-Co 229.5015 7.1213 -2.0137 2.8701 3.0729 -7.0260
Cu-Cu 304.2326 7.8303 -0.9824 2.7515 3.1140 -6.9253

TABLE A.ii: Fitted parameters for Al-Co-Cu.

Although the vibrational free energies reported in the
main text were calculated using VASP, full DFT calcu-
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FIG. A.2: Comparison of vibrational density of states
with phonopy and pair potential for three structures:
(a) mC102, (b) hP5 (τ3) and (c) quasicrystal (Q8).
(d) Differences in calculated vibrational free energy.

lation of vibrational free energy for large QCA is pro-
hibitive, so we wish to apply EOPP instead. Fig. A.2d
compares the vDOS between the two methods for small
systems, showing that the overall shapes and ranges
match well. For Q8, EOPP solves the problem of imag-
inary modes. The two methods yield free energies that
lie within a few meV/atom of each other.

Appendix B: Convex hull - closeup

A wide range of densities and compositions of qua-
sicrystals near Al65Co17.5Cu17.5 with a = 7.185Å and
c = 4.080Å[9] have been investigated with pair potential
MCMD replica exchange simulation. Their composition
map is shown in Fig. B.1 and relative energies are sum-
marized in Tab. B.iii. The best a3 approximants have
81-84 atoms/cell with Al concentration less than 84 at.%
and nearly equal Co and Cu content. First-principles cal-
culations predict relative energies ∆E within 3− 4 meV
respect to their competing phases. 82-atom approximant
Q1 and 84-atom approximant Q21 also have promising
relative energies ∆E near 6 meV. We provide a selection
of approximant structure coordinates and their compet-
ing phases in the Supplemental Material.

Pseudogaps in the electronic density of states (EDOS)
at the Fermi energy are confirmed based on our first-
principle calculations in Fig. B.2, which agree with re-
sults reported in Ref.[59].

Appendix C: Approximant size

Many properties vary depending on approximant size.
Happily, the vDOS as calculated within EOPP are very
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FIG. B.1: Convex hull of Al-Co-Cu enthalpies showing
stable phases in black. Structure information is

summarized in Tab. I and Tab B.iii. Circles=83 up
triangles=81 down triangles=84 diamonds=82 colors

are cyan<4 meV/atom, green<8, dark blue<12.

index NA xAl xCo xCu ∆E Competing phases
Q0 81 0.593 0.148 0.259 9.4 S4,S7,S11
Q1 82 0.646 0.171 0.183 5.6 S4,S8,S11
Q2 82 0.634 0.159 0.207 6.0 S4,S8,S11
Q3 82 0.646 0.159 0.195 6.1 S4,S8,S11
Q4 82 0.634 0.171 0.195 6.8 S4,S8,S11
Q6 82 0.646 0.146 0.207 9.9 S4,S7,S11
Q7 82 0.659 0.146 0.195 10.9 S4,S7,S11
Q8 83 0.639 0.169 0.193 3.0 S4,S8,S11
Q9 83 0.627 0.193 0.181 3.0 S4,S5,S9
Q10 83 0.627 0.181 0.193 3.3 S4,S8,S9
Q11 83 0.639 0.181 0.181 3.5 S4,S8,S9
Q12 83 0.615 0.181 0.205 4.3 S4,S5,S9
Q13 83 0.627 0.169 0.205 5.0 S4,S8,S11
Q14 83 0.639 0.157 0.205 5.4 S4,S8,S11
Q15 83 0.651 0.181 0.169 5.8 S4,S8,S11
Q16 83 0.663 0.169 0.169 5.2 S4,S8,S11
Q17 83 0.614 0.193 0.193 6.1 S4,S5,S9
Q18 83 0.651 0.169 0.181 6.6 S4,S8,S11
Q19 83 0.651 0.157 0.193 8.4 S4,S7,S11
Q20 83 0.663 0.181 0.157 10.6 S4,S8,S11
Q21 84 0.6428 0.1667 0.1905 5.8 S4,S8,S11
Q22 84 0.6309 0.1667 0.2024 9.7 S4,S8,S11

TABLE B.iii: Compositions and ∆E (in meV/atom) of
a3 approximants above the convex hull

close (see Fig. C.1), and the harmonic free energies are
equal to within 1 meV/atom over the temperature range
of interest. Fig. C.2 shows the size dependences of other
thermodynamic properties, and Fig. C.3 shows the cumu-
lative ∆G, including all contributions for various QCA
sizes. Owing largely to our inability to identify large low
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index Approximants ∆H index Approximants ∆H
L0 Al138Co39Cu40 11.8 L10 Al138Co40Cu40 12.1
L1 Al139Co39Cu39 11.2 L11 Al138Co41Cu39 11.2
L2 Al138Co38Cu41 10.0 L12 Al138Co39Cu41 8.8
L3 Al137Co39Cu41 13.4 L13 Al139Co39Cu40 10.9
L4 Al140Co39Cu38 17.8 L14 Al137Co39Cu42 13.4
L5 Al141Co38Cu38 23.9 L15 Al139Co39Cu40 10.9
L6 Al138Co39Cu41 8.8 L16 Al138Co40Cu40 12.1
L7 Al138Co41Cu39 11.2 L17 Al138Co38Cu42 13.0
L8 Al139Co38Cu41 8.5 L18 Al139Co39Cu41 10.3
L9 Al137Co40Cu41 11.7 L19 Al360Co106Cu103 11.4

TABLE B.iv: Relative enthalpies ∆H [meV] of larger
a4 and a5 approximants.
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FIG. B.2: (a) Comparison of electronic densities of
states (eDOS) of Q8 with its competing crystal phases.
(b) Electronic density of states (eDOS) of different

QCAs. Calculations have been done using tetrahedron
integration of the Brillouin zone followed by Gaussian
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energy approximants, the stabilization temperature for
the QCA relative to its competing crystal phases grows
from 600 to 800K.
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FIG. C.1: Vibrational density of states of Q8, L0 and
L19 calculated using EOPP
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FIG. C.2: (a) Heat capacities cv, (b) entropies S, (c)
anharmonic free energies Ga and (d) relative

anharmonic free energies ∆Ga of the 83-atom, 217-atom
and 569-atom QCAs.

All of our free energy calculations are carried out
within structures with 16 Å periodicity. Entropy at 8A
was 10 meV/atom lower for all approximant sizes.

Appendix D: More about τ (hP5) and B2 phases

The τ -Al3(Co,Cu)2.hP5 family [32–34] is a vacancy-
ordered phase derived from B2. The vacancies assemble
periodically in the transition metal (TM) (111) planes.
The phase τn has periodicity n, where n is a Fibonacci
number. Fig D.1 illustrates the τ3 phase, Al12Co3Cu5, in
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FIG. C.3: Total free energies ∆G and predicted
transition temperature T for three sizes. Uncertainties

are indicated by pink and green strokes with
σG ∼ 3meV according to differences in vibrational free

energies (see Appendix A).

which every third TM layer is vacant. When subjected
to our replica exchange MCMD simulation, this struc-
ture transformed to B2 with vacancies. That is, some of
the TM atoms moved to the vacant layer. This transfor-
mation occurs more quickly at high temperatures, where
TM atoms diffuse through the Al layers. In the process,
the EOPP energy dropped by 22 meV/atom, while the
relaxed VASP energy rose by 57 meV/atom. Noting the
significant reduction in the Fermi level density of states
in the vacancy-ordered structure relative to B2 with va-
cancies, we tentatively attribute this disagreement to an
electronic structure effect that was not captured by our
EOPP potentials.

Owing to the instability of τ3 under our simulation,
we are unable to calculate its anharmonic free energy in
the manner of the other phases. Instead, we perform
short runs at low temperatures, where the phase remains
metastable, then we extrapolate to estimate the free en-
ergy at high temperatures. The exptrapolated data are
shown as dashed lines in Fig. 11.

Appendix E: Phason flips

The peak in heat capacity of the 1x1x2 (16 Å) a3 QCA
seen in Fig. C.2a is due to unlocking of interlayer pha-
son fluctuations. Below the peak, the structure has well-
formed PB motifs with five-fold symmetry and 8 Å stack-
ing periodicity. Flat and puckered layers alternate; the
puckered layers are mirrored across the flat layers. Notice
that the flat layers are relatively poor in Cu, as exempli-
fied by the PB motifs in Fig. 3b and 4c. Additionally,
the structure has 5-fold symmetry, because the pentagon
orientations of the PB are preserved through the entire
vertical stack. The positions of the PB within a plane,

and the vertical height of the PB equators, is preserved
throughout a long MCMD run.
Above the peak, the distinction between flat and puck-

ered is lost on average. Both flat and puckered motifs
coexist in a given layer. Motifs in adjacent layers are ro-
tated by 36◦, creating a 105 screw axis. Throughout the
MCMD run, the positions of PB equators, junction lay-
ers and caps migrate both within each layer and between
layers. Complete PBs form occasionally, even spanning
the full 16 Å stack, but usually only PB fragments are
observed.
To illustrate the evolution of structure, Fig E.2 shows

three structures separated by short intervals of MCMD
at 971K. The structures have been relaxed under EOPP
and projected into a single plane. In parts (a) and (c),
Co-Co bonds of 3.9-4.1 Åare drawn; in general these form
HBS tilings. Bonds in black are shared in the two con-
figurations, while bonds in green differ. Note that each
tiling contains a star and two hexagons, but they differ in
the positions of these tiles and in the orientation of the
stars. Part (b) shows a sequence of “bowtie” flips [60]
that transform (a) into (c). First, the pair of bonds in
magenta form, replacing the adjacent green bonds. This
converts the H2S tiling into a B2 tiling consisting of a
pair of boats. Next, the turquoise bonds replace the ad-
jacent green bonds, resulting in the new H2S tiling of
part (c). Since the new star has reversed its orientation,
such transformations convert five-fold symmetric struc-
tures into ten-fold. A video illustrating continuous time
evolution is presented in the Supplemental Material.
In practice each bowtie flip consists of a sequence of

individual steps in which each bowtie in each layer trans-
forms individually. In fact, each is associated with a
sigle Co/Cu swap. In our H2S tiling there are five pos-
sible bowtie flips per flat layer, two of which can oc-
cur (nearly) independently. In each case there are three
possible states (unflipped, swapping with puckered layer
above, and swapping with layer below), resulting in a
net of 30 states per flat layer, or 302 per 83 atoms. We
estimate an entropy of

SPhason ≈ 1

83
kB ln 302 = 0.082kB (E1)

that works out to TSPhason ≈ 7 meV/atom at T =
1000K. This estimate is approximately confirmed by
thermodynamic integration of the heat capacity peak
seen in Fig. C.2a and enlarged in Fig. E.3. We evaluate
the entropy gain due to phason unlocking by integrating
the excess heat capacity, ∆cV ,

∆S =

∫ 1100

600

dT
cV
T

= 0.069kB. (E2)
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